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by-framescriptof the photographsand
the narration.The guide also provides
suggestions for follow-up activities
after the filmstrip is shown. The two
issues of National Wildlife that accom-

pany the filmstrips are in color, well
printed,and contain articleswrittenby
various authors about animals and
birds that have faced or are facing
problems in survival. The filmstrip,
cassette, teacher'sguide, and two color
publicationscome packagedin a sturdy
cardboardmailingcontainerwhich can
be reused or used for storage of the
material. The bibilographyis limited,
but adequate.
Gerald 0. Kelver

School District14
AdamsCity, Colo.

COMMUNITIES OF LIVING THINGS.

1975.

Arthur Barr Productions,Inc., P.O.
Box 5667, Pasadena, Calif. 91107.
16-mm color-sound film. 15 min.
Purchase$180.
The film concentrates on the six
major land biomes of North America:
tropical forest, deciduous forest, des-

Oxford Slide Sets range in variety from detailed life histories of
Honey Bee, Mosquito, Locust, and CabbageWhite Butterfly, to studies
in Concealing Colouration, MarinePlankton, Ocean Surface Drifters,
Pratists-DeeD Sea Animals- Parasitesand Arachnids. A suo)erbnew
approach to Chick Embryology is now complete. Other titles include
Soil Animals, Animals of Leaf Litter, Plant Diversity, Earthwormand
Its Allies, Animal Diversity, Tidepool Animals and Plants, Stickleback
Courtship and Reproduction, and Cicada Emergence.
Writefor free descriptiveprospectus. Eachset is $25.00 and may be orderedon approvalfrom:

CarmanEducationalAssociates
Box 205
Youngstown,N.Y. 14174
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ert, grassland, coniferous forest, and
tundra. Each biome is presentedseparately, and the physical and biotic
featuresthat differentiateit from other
biomesare shown. The film emphasizes
the differencesin climate,shelter,food,
and living space that characterizethe
divergent habitats of land plants and
animals.The influenceof altitudeupon
biome communitiesis stressed.
Althoughthe concept of energyflow
is illustratedfor each biome, it is not
well developedin the film. The impression given early in the film that each
biome has a distinctborderis corrected
only toward the end when a brief
mention is given to the blending of
adjacentbiomes. The film also fails to
point out that the same biome types
occur in other parts of the world than
just North America.
The producerintendsthe film for use
in grades 4 through 12. Abstract
concepts such as energy flow, adaptation, and evolutionmake the film more
appropriate for high school biology,
perhapsas a review of certain ecological concepts. High school studentscan
discuss, for example, how ecosystem
structurerelatesto energyflow.
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The information presented in the
film is accurate; the photography is
very good and illustrates varieties of
organismsfrom each biome. There are
several scenes with only background
music that allow students to view the
beauty of nature. The film is very
similar to other films about the distribution of living things in North
America.
Lloyd Barrow

Iowa City (Iowa) CommunitySchools

1975. Centron Educational Films (1621 W. 9
St., Lawrence, Kans. 66044). 16-mm
color-sound film. 17 min. Purchase
$275.

ONE SPECIES AMONG MANY.

The film explores the relationship between body structures and behavior. It
looks at ways in which animals interact
with the physical environment, with
other species, and with members of their
own species. The film provides an overview of the body structures of various
animals and their behaviors, with the
main focus on human beings. Bipedal
stance, "free" hands with opposable
REVIEWS
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Britishscientists are high in their praiseof the work
done by Oxford Scientific Films. This small company
formed by universitybiologists has recordedon film
some of the most difficult and revealingaspects of the
naturaluniverse. They havedevised specialequipment
and techniques to captureplant and animal phenomena
in ways hitherto unknown. CarmanEducational
Associates is proud to distributetheir work in the United
States and Canada.

UNDERSEA
ENVIRONMENTAL
FILMS
16 mm, color and optical sound

REEF
OVER
THE
CORAL
CLOUD
" . . one of the most visually striking
efforts of documenting the decline
and fall of an ecosystem that students
Sciare likely to experience"-The
27 min. Price $350
ence Teacher.

THE
POISONED
SEA

fails to give cogent reasons and facts to
support these important assertions.
This short film does not presume to
tell the whole story of wildlife extinction. However, it is useful as supplementary material containing many good
pictures not commonly found in one
source. It would be a concise film to
present after students have acquired
some rudimentary background in man's
influence on animal ecology and it could
also be used as a summary to a discussion of causal factors of extinction.
Janet Pattee Chu
Fairview High School
Boulder, Colo.

Aims InWANTED-ALIVE!
structional Media Services (P.O. Box
1010, Hollywood, Calif. 90028).
16-mm color-sound film. 10 min.
$155.

This film is unique in several ways. It
says much about the problems of pollution by effectively focusing on the
aesthetics of wildlife and avoiding the
usual, scare-tactic, pollution scenes.
Unlike some environmentalist presentations that seem to deplore all human
outdoor activities, this film points out
that hunters, fishermen, and visitors to
wildlife areas contribute large sums of
money to the maintenance of wildlife
environments.
The film is available at a most appropriate time-the bicentennial celebration. Basic historical facts about the
effects of our country's development on
wildlife provide the framework of the
first part of the film. The film emphasizes that the natural resources of North
America are in a large part responsible
for the prosperity that the United States
has enjoyed. One of the most valuable
and diverse of these resources is wildlife. The latter part of the film is concerned with introductory premises of
wildlife management. Wildlife persists
today because we have cared in the past.
It will continue to persist only if we
continue to care now and in the future.
The film will be most useful to biology teachers, but social studies and
English teachers will also find it a valuable teaching instrument. Because this is
not the kind of film that is just run off
to a class, it is unfortunate that the producers have not developed a teacher's
guide. Nevertheless, the film is beautifully photographed, showing a large

Purchase, rental or preview from

LeeTepley
PRODUCTIONS/Dr.
MOONLIGHT
2650 California Street, Dept. BT
Mountain View, California 94040

The ideal supplement for Independent Study, Biological Concepts, Vocabulary and Review is
now available in two Spirit Master
Books.
$ 6.95*
Book 1, Puzzles 1-29.
$ 5.95*
Book 2, Puzzles 30-50.
$11.95*
Both Books (1 order).
*postpaid

Checks should be
made out to, or
samples and further information requested from;
JUELAN PRESS

Box 583
Merrick,New York
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ECOLOGY:

Ecology: Wanted-Alive! is filled
with fine footage of animals in danger
of extinction. The film is short and gives
a cursory view of the many reasons why
animals are facing extinction; good
examples show hunting from planes
with high powered rifles, insecticides
weakening egg shells, and competition
with domestic animals for food and
space.
Also given are examples of the American bison and sea otter which have been
protected and have again increased their
populations. Ironically, the sea otter,
once thought to be extinct, is now believed by some people to be competing
with man for the tasty abalone.
It is unfortunate that in the first part
of the film, which shows some twenty
species of animals, the narration fails to
name them or to explain where they live
or why they are endangered. Photographs of extinct animals are presented,
but they are made to disappear into the
background through the hurried use of
"fade-outs." These sequences are too
fast to secure an adequate impression.
The film makes several strong and
important statements, "We (animals
and man) are all interrelated"; "Human
population expansion is the [major]
problem"; and "Man's own survival is
in question." But again, the narration

THEAMERICANBIOLOGYTEACHER,FEBRUARY1976

WILDLIFE:

AN

AMERICAN

HERITAGE.

1974. West Wind Productions, Inc.
P.O. Box 3532, Boulder, Colo.
80303). 16-mm color-sound film.
13?/2 min. Purchase $195. Rental
$20.

Downloaded from http://online.ucpress.edu/abt/article-pdf/38/2/125/33710/4445506.pdf by guest on 29 November 2020

Shows the effects of sewage pollution
in coastal waters. "Well suited for an
introduction to water pollution . . .
sewage treatment . . . oceanography,
Sciecology, or conservation."-The
27 min. Price $350
ence Teacher.

thumbs, stereoscopic color vision, and a
large complex brain are all related to the
ways humans behave. The ability of
humans to function in their environment is then related to the manufacture
and use of tools and to the use of
language.
The film should be used with primary
or intermediate grades. The inquiry
orientation of the film makes it an excellent teaching tool. My ninth-grade
biology students found the film very
interesting, but felt it was a little elementary for them.
The leader's guide is very complete
and well done. Social studies or elementary teachers will find it a very helpful
aid with vocabulary and recommended
procedure.
R. Bill Howard
Franklin Junior High School
Valparaiso, Ind.

